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Q1. Are you responding as individual, as an organisation or as an agent acting on behalf of 

individual, group or organisation? (Required) 

Please only tick one 

Individual (Please fill in the remaining questions in the section, then proceed to Section F.) 

Organisation (Please fill in the remaining questions in the section, then proceed to Section D.) 

! Agent (Please fill in the remaining questions in the section, then proceed to Section E.) 

Q2. What is your name? 

Title 

First Name  

Last Name  

Email 

Q3. Did you respond to the previous Preferred Options Paper? 

NoYes Unsure

  v  

Address Line 1  

Line 2 

X

for MBA Planning on behalf of CYM Properties 

Mr

Dermot

Monaghan

dermot@mbaplanning.com

✔
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In this section we will be asking you to specify which part(s) of the draft Plan Strategy you consider to be 

unsound.  

Note: If you wish to inform us that more than one part of the draft Plan Strategy is unsound each part should 

be listed separately. Complete this page in relation to one part of the draft Plan Strategy only.  

Q6.  If you consider that the draft Plan Strategy is unsound and does not meet one or more of the 

tests of soundness below, you must indicate which test(s) you consider it does not meet, having regard 

to Development Plan Practice Note 6 available at: 

https://www.planningni.gov.uk/index/news/dfi planning news/news releases 2015 onwards/development

plan practice note 06 soundness version 2 may 2017 .pdf  

Please note if you do not identify a test(s) your comments may not be considered by the Independent 

Examiner. 

Continued on next page. 
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Please give full details of why you consider the draft Plan Strategy to be unsound having regard to the tests(s) 

you have identified above. Please be as clear and concise as possible. 

See attached report.
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If you consider the draft Plan Strategy to be unsound, please provide details of what changes(s) you consider 

necessary to make the draft Plan Strategy sound.  
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1. Introduction 

1. This is a response to the Draft Plan Strategy (DPS) of the Mid & East 

Antrim Borough Council Local Development Plan (LDP) 2030. 

 

2. It is on behalf of CYM Properties, who own land at Gortnageeragh Road, 

Cargan, which benefits from a live planning permission for 57 units 

(G/2006/0930/F) that appears to have been overlooked in formulating 

Policy SGS3 ‘Strategic Allocation of Housing to Settlements’. 

 

3. This response primarily relates to Policy SGS3 and Appendix A of the DPS, 

which sets out the ‘Broad methodology for Strategic Housing Allocation’. 

 

4. It also comments on Policies HOU5 ‘Affordable Housing in Settlements’, 

SGS9 ‘Open Space Strategy’ and OSL2 ‘Greenways’. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Regional Policy Context 

5. Section 8(5) of The Planning Act (NI) 2011 states that in preparing a Plan 

Strategy, the Council must take account of the Regional Development 

Strategy (RDS) and any policy or advice contained in guidance issued by 

the Department. 

 

6. The RDS is an overarching planning framework that provides the strategic 

context for where development should take place. Among other things, 

it sets out regional guidance (RG) and spatial framework guidance (SFG) 

that should be taken into account in preparing LDPs and planning 

policies. 

 

7. RG8 is to ‘manage housing growth to achieve sustainable patterns of 

residential development’. This encourages the use of a Housing 

Evaluation Framework to assist judgements on the allocation of housing 

growth. 

 

8. This framework is set out in Table 3.2 and involves the following tests: 

• Resource test (existence of community assets and physical 

infrastructure); 

• Environmental Capacity Test (environmental assets of the 

settlement, flooding potential, and potential to accommodate future 

outward growth without significant environmental degradation); 
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• Transport Test (potential for integrating land use and public 

transport and walking and cycling routes to help reduce reliance on 

the car); 

• Economic Development Test (the potential to facilitate an 

appropriate housing and jobs balance); 

• Urban and Rural Character Test (the potential to maintain a sense of 

place, and to integrate new development in a way that does not 

detract from the character and identity of the settlement); 

• Community Services Test (the potential to underpin and, where 

necessary, reinforce the community service role and function of the 

settlement). 

 

9. SFG13 is to ‘sustain rural communities living in smaller settlements and 

the open countryside’. A key aim is to encourage ‘sustainable and 

sensitive development’. 

 

10. The Strategic Planning Policy Statement (SPPS) is a statement of the 

Department’s policy on important planning matters that should be 

addressed across Northern Ireland. It was agreed by the NI Executive and 

was judged to be in general conformity with the RDS. 

 

11. Paragraph 6.139 of the SPPS relates to the process for allocating housing 

land in LDPs. It states that this should be informed by (among other 

things) the RDS Housing Growth Indicators (HGIs), the RDS housing 

evaluation framework (HEF) and existing housing commitments.  

 

12. Paragraph 6.143 relates to affordable housing and states that “the 

development plan process will be the primary vehicle to facilitate any 

identified need by zoning land or by indicating, through key site 

requirements, where a proportion of a site may be required for 

social/affordable housing”. 
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3. Cargan’s Housing Allocation 

13. Policy SGS3 ‘Strategic Allocation of Housing to Settlements’ makes 

provision for 4,614 dwellings within the Mid & East Antrim Borough 

Council area from 2018 to 2030.  This figure is DfI’s 2016-based HGI for 

the area from 2012-2025 projected forward on a pro rata basis. 

 

14. However, it appears that this allocation does not take account of the fact 

that a certain amount of land allocated will not be available for 

development. As Appendix A (page 315) of the DPS notes, the HGIs are 

guidance rather than a cap and in seeking to meet housing need, it would 

be prudent to over allocate by 15-20% to take account of the non-

availability of land. This would help avoid housing land shortages and 

over-inflated prices. 

 

15. Policy SGS3 allocates only 16 houses to Cargan for the period 2018-2030. 

The methodology for this is set out in Appendix A. 8.5% of the HGI is 

allocated to the 11 villages in the District (including Cargan) and this is 

split amongst them according to their %age of total village households 

with adjustments made following application of the RDS HEF. 

 

16. Cargan’s allocation for 2012-2030 is 35 and this is adjusted down to 32 

following application of the HEF, which indicates that the Council scored 

Cargan unfavourably in relation to the majority of villages. 

 

17. The Council has estimated that 16 housing units were completed in 

Cargan from 2012-2018 and arrived at the SGS3 allocation of 16 units by 

deducting this completion figure from the 2012-2030 allocation (32). 

18. Table A3 states that there is live planning permission for 6 residential 

units in Cargan at April 2018 (based on the Council’s Housing Monitor). 

However, the Council has not taken account of the live permission for 57 

units at Gortnageeragh Road, Cargan (ref: G/2006/0930/F) – see Annex 

1. 

 

19. CYM Properties have recently acquired this site and obtained evidence 

confirming that commencement works were carried out in order to keep 

the planning permission alive. The works included stripping top soil, 

excavation of foundations for 2 of the approved houses and provision of 

the access and visibility splays (involving infilling with rock to raise the 

level of the field at the point of access and laying stone).  

 

20. The excavation works are confirmed by Building Control – see Annex 2. 

Comparison of aerial photographs from 2013 and 2015 (see Annex 3) 

shows where the soil was stripped and the access in place.  

 

21. CYM Properties intend to develop this site in the near future. The fact 

that the DPS has not taken account of this commitment in allocating 

housing under Policy SGS3 means that it is unsound under test C3 by not 

giving effect to paragraph 6.139 of the SPPS.  

 

22. The permitted units should be included within Cargan’s housing 

allocation in Policy SGS3 and the site should then be identified for 

inclusion within the SDL in the Local Policies Plan (consistent with the 

extant Ballymena Area Plan). 
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4. Merits of the Site & a Higher Allocation for Cargan 

23. A higher housing allocation for Cargan would not only be logical (given 

the live planning permission) and in accordance with the SPPS, it would 

also accord with the RDS HEF.   

 

24. Cargan is assessed against this in Table E2 of Technical Supplement 3 

‘Housing’ of the DPS and it has scored joint second lowest of all villages 

in the Borough – only Clough had a worse score. Having regard to the HEF 

tests, it should have a much higher score than awarded in Appendix A. 

 

25. In relation to resources and community services, it is noted that Cargan 

benefits from water supply from Dungonnell Reservoir to the east of the 

village while there is a waste water treatment plant adjacent to it that 

was upgraded in 2011. The village has the following facilities: 

• Convenience store with butchery, deli counter, ATM & fuel 

pumps; 

• Beauty salon; 

• Bar & restaurant; 

• Hot food bar; 

• Primary school; 

• Soccer pitch; 

• Outdoor gym; 

• Play park; 

• Picnic site (about 270m to south of village & connected by 

footway); 

• Walking & hiking route (the Drum, owned by the Woodland 

Trust); 

• GAA pitches (0.6 miles to south of the village & connected by a 

footway); 

• Community building (adjacent to GAA pitches with clubrooms, 

fitness suite and a facility for Glenravel Community Playgroup). 

 

26. In relation to environmental capacity and urban & rural character, 

Cargan can accommodate growth by development of the CYM Properties 

site at Gortnageeragh Road. It has the following benefits: 

• It is within the SDL in the extant Ballymena Area Plan; 

• It has a live permission for 57 residential units (G/2006/0930/F) 

and so is obviously suitable for development; 

•  It is not within the 1 in 100 year flood plain and is not at risk from 

reservoir flooding or flooding due to climate change; 

• It is not affected by any wildlife designations;  

• There are no important features of built heritage in the 

immediate surroundings; 

• There are no access issues; 
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5. Regional Greenway 

30. Policies SGS9 ‘Open Space Strategy’ and OSL2 ‘Greenways’ refer to 

regional greenways including a Ballymena to Cushendall route. District 

Proposals Map 1 shows this going through the CYM Properties site along 

the route of the old railway line.  

 

31. However, this is not consistent with the layout of the permitted 

development – see Annex 1.  The route of the greenway should be 

changed to take account of the permitted scheme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Affordable Housing   

32. Policy HOU5 ‘Affordable Housing in Settlements’ states that where a 

need for Affordable Housing is established by the Northern Ireland 

Housing Executive (NIHE) or other relevant housing authority through a 

Housing Needs Assessment; proposals for housing developments of 10 

dwellings or more, or on a site of 0.2 hectare or more, will only be 

permitted subject to meeting the following quota: 

• Main and Small Towns: 20% Affordable Housing 

• Villages and Small Settlements: 10% Affordable Housing. 

 

33. This policy is vague and does not state who would be responsible for 

delivery or funding of the affordable housing. Nor does it indicate that 

viability will be taken into account. 

 

34. We note that in 2014 the Department issued a draft planning policy on 

affordable housing (PPS22) and carried out consultation on this. It then 

instructed the Three Dragons consultancy and Heriot-Watt University to 

undertake further consultation and provide a report. 

 

35. The report issued in December 2015 and concluded (among other things) 

that, “outside Belfast (and its immediate environs) there is no capacity in 

viability terms to introduce affordable housing. Values will need to 

increase substantially to allow for this”. 
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36. Values have not increased substantially since this study and there does 

not appear to have been any similar analysis undertaken to inform this 

policy in the DPS. 

 

37. There is a very real possibility that such a policy could render 

housebuilding on many sites within Mid & East Antrim unviable, which 

would decrease house building rates and result in unmet housing need, 

contrary to the RDS and SPPS. 

 

38. This policy also appears to be inconsistent with the SPPS because it (the 

SPPS) states that affordable housing need should be satisfied by zoning 

land or indicating that a proportion of site may be required though key 

site requirements – it does not suggest that affordable housing need 

should be addressed through broad brush, vague policies like that 

proposed. 

 

39. The SPPS approach would allow local circumstances to be taken into 

account in satisfying affordable housing need, which will be critical to the 

success of an affordable housing policy in NI given the history of 

residential segregation. 

 

40. The DPS itself acknowledges that there are “complexities around the 

delivery of affordable housing” and states that “supplementary planning 

guidance may be prepared in the future”. The purpose of this is to 

“provide greater clarity” on the issue of affordable housing. 

 

41. Given the potential social and economic ramifications for the District, it 

would be irrational to bring forward such a significant policy without any 

proper evidence base and in such vague terms that the justification and 

amplification of the policy itself acknowledges that greater clarity is 

required.  

 

42. This policy is therefore unsound in that: 

• It does not take account of policy issued by the Department (the 

SPPS), contrary to soundness test C3; 

• It is not realistic and not founded on a robust evidence base, 

contrary to soundness test CE2; 

• It is not flexible to enable it to deal with changing circumstances 

(such as price fluctuation and development viability), contrary to 

test CE4. 
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Annex 1 
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Annex 2 
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Annex 3 
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